Solution Brief

Forcepoint and SailPoint Partnership
Forcepoint and SailPoint have joined forces to deliver
a Zero Trust framework for identity security.

Challenge
› Zero trust requires visibility and control of
user entitlement and the actions they can
perform. Most organizations today are not
actively integrating identity security which
establishes the baseline of what access
should look like and behavior analytics which
is what they are actually doing with that
access. This exacerbates vulnerability and risk
to cybersecurity by creating a blind spot of
what is happening on the network and who is
performing those actions, and whether or not
they should be.

Solution
› Integration of Identity Security from SailPoint
and Behavioral Analytics from Forcepoint
delivers a comprehensive view of the
relationship of who and what is on the network,
what actions are being performed and the risk
to organizations by creating disability in control
of entitlement and actions of a user. This allows
bi-directional flow of users in activity metadata
to determine whether or not use or actions
are appropriate and within policy, and enable
adaptive risk scoring and automated actions
based on configured thresholds.

Outcome
› Replace broad, sweeping security with
individualized, adaptive data policies that won’t
slow down productivity.

SailPoint Identity and Forcepoint Behavioral Analytics
(FBA) Improve Security.
In the Zero Trust Framework, users and their identities play a pivotal
role in security. Organizations must continuously ensure that only
authenticated and authorized users can access applications and data. A
centralized view creates a single authoritative source of “who has access
to what,” allowing authorized users to detect inappropriate access, policy
violations, or weak controls that put organizations at risk.
Understanding context is a great start, but it is also important to
understand the behavior prior to an incident or alert. It is critical for an
organizations to have the visibility and controls in place to adapt quickly
and respond to how users interact with data and systems across dynamic
environments like emerging cloud infrastructures.
The most advanced Zero Trust solutions apply user and entity behavior
analytics (UEBA) technologies to look for patterns in people’s actions
that could indicate potential risk to sensitive data. Having a holistic and
continuous view of a user’s behavior allows for enterprises to apply policy
controls. Users wanting to use particular resources are given temporary
permission based on their risk score at that time that can be revoked at
any time as risk levels change.
The focus on continuous security enables organizations to automatically
control access and usage based on user behavior and proactively prevent
access from compromised users, data exfiltration, and malicious users.
You can also extend similar protections to implement policies as risk level
changes. For example, attempts to violate corporate data usage policies
can be automatically blocked by Data Loss Protection (DLP) policies, and
identity security solutions can block access to applications.

› Use comprehensive behavioral analytics to
generate unique actionable risk levels for
each user.
› Automate dynamic responses to risky behavior
at various levels of severity using warnings,
credential checks, recertification of access, and
reduced or blocked access to data.
› Apply granular policies on a one-to-one
basis, depending on an individual user’s risk
score. This shifts the focus to detecting and
preventing breaches proactively, which moves
security to left of breach.
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Improve Zero Trust effectiveness and efficiency by applying user centric
risk-adaptive model.
Forcepoint provides user protection by directly ingesting
relevant context and policy violations from SailPoint
Identity solutions and (optionally) enrich them with user risk
information to dynamically enforce policies. SailPoint with
FBA provides a combined solution that delivers enriched
visibility into user activities, enhanced risk scoring, and riskadaptive authentication policy for joint customers to:
→

→

Use comprehensive behavioral analytics to generate
unique actionable risk levels for each user.

→

Automate dynamic responses to risky behavior at various
levels of severity using warnings, credential checks,
recertification of access, and reduced or blocked access
to data.

→

Apply granular policies on a one-to-one basis, depending
on an individual user’s risk score. This shifts the focus to
detecting and preventing breaches proactively, which
moves security to left of breach.

Replace broad, sweeping security with individualized,
adaptive data policies that won’t slow down productivity.
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Figure 1: Forcepoint and SailPoint Zero Trust Risk-Adaptive Protection

About SailPoint
We’re committed to protecting businesses from the inherent
risk that comes with providing technology access across
today’s diverse and remote workforce. Our identity security
solutions secure and enable thousands of companies

worldwide, giving our customers unmatched visibility into the
entirety of their digital workforce, ensuring that each worker
has the right access to do their job – no more, no less. With
SailPoint as foundational to the security of their business,
our customers can provision access with confidence, protect
business assets at scale and ensure compliance with certainty.
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SailPoint is the leader in identity security for the cloud enterprise.
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